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EWCUTIVE SMRY

Introduction

The Traffic Mert and Collieion Avoidance System (TCAS) is a beacon-based
airborne collision avoidance system that operates by providing air-to-air
surveillance of all transponder-quipped aircraft.

The TCAS concept encompassed a range of capabilities. TCAS I ia a
low=oat version which provides traffic advisories only. Mnimum TCAS 11 adds
vertical resolution advisories and is intended to provide separation aasurance
in all cllrrentand predicted airspace environment through the end .of this
century. Enhanced TCAS II uses more accurate intruder bearing data to allow
it to generate .hori?ontalresolution advisories. Ml three forma of TCAS
aquipment track aircraft equipped with both the existing Mr Traffic @ntrol
Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS) transponders and with the new Mode.S
transponders.

TCAS II Performance Wquirements

Minimum TCAS 11 equipment is required by the RTCA Mnimum Operational
Performance Standarda (MOPS) (Ref. 1) to operate reliably in all aircraft
deneitiee up to the 0.3 transponder-equippedaircraft per square nautical tile
anticipated in the hs Angelee Baein in the year 2000.

Prototype TCAS equipment has been developed and shoti (Ref. 2) to be
capable of providing reliable surveillance in such densities. The expacted
performance was determined by extrapolation from performance meaaured in
today’a highest densities, which ‘reachan average of about O.1 aircraft per
square nmf. Fruit rate measurements conducted in thfa aircraft environment
indicate ATCRBS fruit ratea on the order of 10K replies per second (Raf. 3).

Although such extrapolation provide a good assessment of the ability of
TCAS to handle the aynchronoua interference and multipath that”will occur in
higher densities, they do not directly chow the ability of TCAS II to handle
the higher levels of asynchronous interference that might occur on the TCAS
reply channel when the aircraft density is three times greater and when, in
addition, the ground-baaed and airborne beacon Interrogation rates and
TACAN/OME transmission ratea have also increased.

1“
Since there are no exieting environments that reach the density of

asynchronous interference anticipated for the L.A. Baein in the year 2000, it
,. ia necessary to generate simulated interference to detertine the performance

of the TCAS 11 deeign in that environment. A series of bench teata were
conducted at Lincoln Laboratory for this purpose.
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Interference Simulation

The interference environment was simulated usirigequipment supplied by
the FW Technical Center. Special radio frequency (RF) eources were used ‘0
generate asynihronoua ATCRBS and Mods S reply eignals (fruit) et the T~S
reply fraquency of 1090 ~z and to generate TACAN/ME squitter end
interrogation eignals operating on frequencies within and adjacent to the T@S
reply channel. Synchronous ATCRBS and *de S reply sequences were also
generated at RF to simulate airborne encounter. me perfOr~nce was
evalueted by observing how the interference eignale eitherdegraded the
ability of a TCAS II unit to “receive,process; and track the desired
synchronous reply eequences, or caueed the TCAS 11 unit to generate false
tracks.

The anticipated density of 0.3 transponder-equippedaircraft per equare
nautical mile in the L.A. Basin in the year 2000 suggests an ATCRBS fruit rate
three times the value measured today or approximately 30K fruit replies per
second. This projected fruit rate aseumes that the current ground
interrogator population does not change. h order to account for an error in
the projected aircrsft density end number of future.ground interr~gatOrs (and
therefore fruit rate), the TCAS II performance was evaluated over a range of
interference condition in which the maximum fruit rate exceede the current
esti~te by a factor of two. The maximum interference environment simulated
for the tests cotieietedof ‘ATCRBS fruit at 60,000 replies per second, Mode S
fruit at 856 replies per second, TACAN/DME squitter signals at 7200 pulee”
pairs per second and TACAN/DME interrogation at 288 pulse pairs per ee:ond.
Fruit rate ie ,definedae that value observed above”a TCAS II ‘receiver ‘
threshold of -77 dBm referenced to the receiver input or ’74 dBm referenced tO
the antenna terminal.

Traffic Simulation

Mode S aridATCRSS intruder aircraft were simulated by a device kqom as
the Lincoln &boratory Ground Teet Facility (GTF).”‘me GTF Simulated”rePli~s
from moving targets in response to TCAS interrogations. ‘Targetecenar:Os w:re
designed to match the required TCAS 11 surveillance range in a high density
environment.

Data Collection

The combination of intruder replies and interfering signals was fed to a
Lincoln Laboratory TCAS Experimental Unit (TEU). ~i TEU frOnt%nd design
meets the requirements of the”TCAS MOPS except that it has no capability for
angle-f-arrival estimation or for error correction. The fact that bearing
eetimatton in the preeence of interference is not evaluated in t~is study is
not considered a serious deficiency. The critical minimum TCAS II functione
affected by interference are surveillance and generation of resolution
advisories, neither of which uses bearing infOr~tiOn* The error corractfon.
function was simulated by eetimeting, based on previous reply performance
etudies,,the fraction of the corrupted intruder replies that would be
corrected by a TCAS II. That fraction of the replies was then included in the
valid reply output of the TEU.
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Data halyaia

Non-real-tima versions of the TCAS II ATCRBS and Node S survalllance
functions were used to evaluate surveillance perforwnce in the presence of
interference. For the ATCRBS evaluation, tha introder reply data from the TEU
wae first re-formatted to reeemble a reply stream raeulting from the 83-level
whlaper-shout interrogationsequence specified by the TCAS 11 MOPS. Tha
intruder raplies and interference signals were then fed to.the ATCRBS
surveillance processor.

Mode S surveillance performance wae handled differently bacauae of the
requirement for error correction. The Mnde S reply data from the TEU waa
first processed to detertine.?atimates of error= orre.ctedrePIY probability
verses reply amplittie for each intefiferenceenvironment tested. To reflect
the effect of the simulated interference these reply statistics were then used
to reduce the ;eply probabilities asa.ociatedwith real~orld “~de S replies
recorded during flight tests. The reddced reply atreama were then fed to
the Mode S surveillance processor.

ATCRBS Resulta

The reeults of the evaluation indicate that the TCAS II ,ATCRBS
surveillance processor will be capable of functioning properly in an
asychronoua interference environment that is ttice as severe as the worst case
predicted for the hs Angeles basin in the year 2000. ATC,RBSsurveillance
performance on an approaching intruder in this environment ia Illustrated in
Table ES-1. In the range interval between 2.3 and 5.7 nti the approaching
intrtier reply wae subjected to synchronous interference from the raply of a
second stationary target. Mthough tha TCAS 11 reply performance for long
range intruders and for introderi subject to aynchronoua garble was degradad
appreciably, the ATCRBS surveillance processor wae still able to acquire and
maintain an acceptable track on the intruder. As ahom in the table, ATCRBS
surveillance performance in this environment achieved an overall track
probability of 97% aa compared to the MOPS requirement of 90% against
intraders closing at 500 knots in a deneity of 0.3 aircraft per square
nautical tile. The falae track rate in the same environment waa observed to
be well below tha 1% requirement of

Mode S Waults

The performance of the TCAS 11
exceeded the requirements specified

the MOPS.

Mode S surveillance processor also
in the TCAS II MOPS when subjected to an

interference environment of the same magnitude aa predicted for the
L.A. Basin in the year 2000. Furthermore, this performance level was
achieved under interference limiting condition that simulated the presence of
a very large numbar of other TCAS-equipped aircraft within the detection range
of the TCAS unit under test. The effect of worstaaae interference lititing
on receiver sensitivity was simulated by reducing the probability of the
recorded real-world replies to correspond to a 6 dB increasa in receiver
threshold.
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I TABLE ES-1.

TCAS II ATCRBS S~VEILLANCE

0.5-2.3 0.95 1.0

2.3-5.7 0.65 0.94

5.7-a 0.57 1.0

overall 0.70 0.97 I
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Wply data from twelve separate Mode S flight test encounters were used
to derive a cumulative performanceestimate for the T~S 11 surveillance
proceeaor in terms of the time of track eetabliahment before the point of
closest approach. Figure ES-1 illustrates the cumulative performance againet
the twelve encounters in en interference environment equivalent to that
predicted for ke kgelee in the year 2000 and under condition that reflact a
severe dansity of TWS-equipped aircraft. As seen in the figure, the TCN 11
Mde S surveillance processor was able to eatablisb a track on 98% of the
intrudere by the time that a resolution adviaory would have hti to be
generated. This performance exceads the MOPS requirement of 90% specified for
the same conditions of traffic density and cloeing speed.
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Figure ES-1. TCAS II Mode S suneillance performance for 500-tiot
encounters when interference ltiiting is in effect.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Traffic Nert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) is a beacon-based
airborne collieion avoidance system that operates by providing air-to-air
surveillance of all tranaponderaquipped aircraft.

The TCAS concept encompasses a range of capabilities. TCAS I is a
low-cost version which provides traffic advisories only. Minimum TCAS II adds
vertical resolution adviaoriae and is intended to provide separation aseurance
in all current and predicted airepace environments through the end of this
century. Enhanced .TCASII uses more accurate intruder bearing data to allow
it to generate horizontal resolution advisories. Ml” three forma of TCAS
equipment track aircraft equipped with both the exieting Mr Traffic Control
Wdar Beacon System (ATCRBS) transponders and with tha new Mode S
transponders.

TCAS equipment operates by interrogating onca each second and measuring
reply delay to detertine the range of nearby aircraft. The replies to these
interrogations contain the altitude of the aircraft if it ie equipped with an
encoding altimeter. ~nimum TCAS II uses”the range and range rate of the
aircraft to determine if it ia a collision threat. The relative altitude and
altitude rate of the aircraft are used to determine the proper maneuver
direction for collision avoidance. Thue minimum TCAS 11 equipment met
reliably perform both range and altitude tracking on all aircraft that respond
to its interrogation.

TbeTCAS tracking function met be accomplished in the presence of
relatively high levels of radio frequency interference from other aircraft and
ground equipment transmitting on the air traffic control baacon frequencies.
This interference can be efther synchronousor asynchronous. Synchronous
interference can occur when two or more transponder raply to the
interrogation transmitted from the TCAS equipment. Oelayed repliea from
multipath reflectors also belong to the general claas of synchronous
interference, although multipath Interference is usually treated ae a separate
subject. Asynchronous interference consists of transmissionsfrom other
equipment that are not triggered by interrogation from own TCAS. Both typep
of Interference become more serious as the number of aircraft in a region
increaaes.

Minimum TCAS II equipment ie required by the RTCA Wnimum Operational
Performance Standards (MOPS) (Kef. 1) to operate reliably in all aircraft
deneities up to the 0.3 transponder-quipped aircraft per equare nautical tile
anticipated in the ke Angeles Basin in the year 2000.

Prototype TCAS equipment has been developed and show (Ref. 2) to be
capable of providing relieble surveillance in such densities. The expacted
performance was determined by extrapolation from performance measured in
today’s highest densities, which reach an average of about 0.1 aircraft per
square nti. Fruit rate measurements conducted in thte aircraft environment
indicate ATCRBS fruit rates on the order of 10K replies per eecond (Ref. 3).

1
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AZthough such extrapolatlone provida a good asaeasment of the ability of
TCAS to handle the synchronous interference and mlt ipath that wil1 occur in
higher densities, they do not directly chow the ability Of T~S II tO handle
the higher levels of asynchronous interference that ~ght Occur On the TCAS
reply channel,when the aircraft density is three times greater and when, in
addition, the ground-baaad and airborne beacon interrogation rates and
TACAN/DME transmission ratee have alao increaeed.

A series of bench tests were conducted at Lincoln Laboratory to evaluate
TCAS II performance in the anticipated higher levels of interference. Special
RF eources were used to generate a range of asynchronous ATC~S and Mnde S
fruit reply rates and TACAN/DME squitter and interrogation rates that exceeded
the levels predicted ‘forthe L.A. Basin in the year 2000. Synchronous RF
replies from ATCRBS and Mde S intruder test targets were generated from test
scenarios de,signedto simulate ATCRBS and Mode S encounters.

TCAS 11 reply performance on the intruder teat targets in the presence of
the simulated interference wae evaluated using a Mncoln hboratory TCAS
Experimental Wit (TEU) to represent tbe receiving and reply processing
functions of the MOPS TCAS 11. Computer-based verslona of the MOPS TCAS II
surveillance processors for ATCRBS and Mode S were then used to process the
TEU output reply data to determine TCAS 11 surveillance performance in the
interference environment.

This report describes the equipment used for the tests, the generation of
simulated test target scenarios and the teat procedures. The report concludes
with the results of the various tests and discusses the net impact of tbe
tested interference environments on the performance of a TCAS II.
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2.0 MEASU~MENT APPROACH

The evaluation of TCAS II performsnce in an interference environment wae
accomplished by conducting bench tests on a Lincoln ~boratory TCAS
Experimental hit (TEU) which is closely representative of a MOPS TCAS II
design in term of its receiving and reply processing functions. The
evaluation consieted of generating replies from controlled eimulated Intruder
aircraft and inputting these replies to the TEU simultaneouslywith a variety
of interfering signala.

ATCRBS and Mode S intruder targete were simulated using the Lincoln
Laboratory Ground Test Facility (GTF) which has the capability of generating
replies from pro~rammed target scenarios in response to TEU interrogations.
Interfering ATCRBS and ~de S,fruit replies and TACAN/DME squitter and
interrogation signals were generated by FAA-supplied equipment and combined at
RF with the GTF intruder replies. Different Intrtier target acenarioa were
used for the ATCRBS and tide S surveillance teats. The ATCRBS teat employed a
scenario designed to simulate a realistic encounter during which the replies
from.the intruding aircraft were aynchronouely garbled by replies from a
second stationary aircraft. The combined RF eignals, consisting of the
intrtier replies and the interference,were processed by theTEU receiving and
reply processing functions to generate a data tape containing reply reports on
a scan-by-scan basis. A co~uter-based version of the TCAS 11 ATCRBS
surveillance processor was then used to process the reply data to provide
track outputs in a form euitable for determination of intruder reply detection
and track probability and false track rate.

Mode S evaluation was performed eomewhat differently than for the ATCRBS
tests. Initially a GTF-based scenario consisting of a single fixed-range
Mode S target was used to generate curves of Mode S reply detection
probability as a function of received reply level. ~is was accomplished by
recording at each of several target reply leyele a statistically significant
number of Mode S target replies along with interference. The reply
probability curves were then used to modify reply statistics associated with
live airborne data recorded during prev~ous flight tests. The modified
replies, which now reflect the effect of the generated interference, were
input to an computer-based version of the TCAS II ~de S surveillance
processor to determine Mode S track performance.

The reminder of this section discusses the relevance of assessing
TCAS II performance in an interference environment based on TEU measure~nts
and describes in greater detail the characteristics of the teet equipment, the
ATCRBS and ~de S target scenarios and the data collection process.

2.1 TEU Dsecription

The tests were performed on Uncoln bboratory TEU, Serial No. 3. The
characteristics of the receiver and the ATCRBS and Mode S reply procesaora in
TEU-3 are identical to the requirements specified in the Minimum TCAS 11 MOPS
with the exception that TEU-3 ia not implemented with an angle-f-arrival
capability, Mode S error detection and correction, or Mode S confidence bit
declaration.

3



Since the angle-f-arrival design that is incorporated into TEU-I and
TEU-2 is basically different from the scheme proposed by industry (the Lincoln
Laboratory design is baaed on phase comparison as opposed to the amplitude
comparison technique used by both Dalmo Victor and Bendix),.an evaluation of
TEU+erived angle estimate accuracies in the presence of interference waa felt
to be inappropriate. Furthermore, tinimum TMS II bearing estimates are not
used for surveillance and are not used to generate resolution advisories.
They are used only to provide a visual indication of intruder position on a
traffic advisory display. The intrtier bearing estimate in a minimum TCAS 11
is derived from intruder reply pulses that are determined to be ungarbled by
other replfes. If a pulse is garbled it is accompanied by a low confidence
indication and the pulse is not used for bearing estimates. Therefore bearing
estimates in a properly operating TCAS are not likely to be corrupted by
interference. The ability of TMS to recognize a garbled pulse condition,“to
declare such condition low confidence, and to inhibit bearing estimates on low
confidante pulses are requirements that define a properly oparating TCAS and
are fully tested via the minimum TCAS II MOPS. The tests conducted on TEU-3
at ~ncoln hboratory til1 therefore not provide information on the effect of
interference on an anglewf-arrival measurement.

The lack of arror detection, correction and confidence bit declaration in
TEU-3 ia compensated by an approach that examines each recorded Mods S reply
and determines whether an error condition associated tith the”reply is
correctable such that it would have been corrected and accepted as a va2id
reply by a TCAS II. This scheme is described in more detail in 2.3.2.

The originpl ,IFbandpass filter in TEU-3 provided an overall out-f-band
rejection characteristic that was considerably narrower than the ofiespecified
in the Minimum TCAS 11 MOPS. A new IF bandpass filter was installed”in TEU-3
that providee a rejection characteristic more nearly equal to tbe MOPS
requirement. Figure 1 illustrate both the modified overall bandpass
characteristic of TEU-3 and the handpass characteristic specified in the
TCAS II MOPS.

The TEUS are limited to the 26-level whisper-shout ~de C interrogation
sequence that is specified in the MOPS for the bsaeline omnidirectional TCAS.
For the ATCRBS surveillance processor interference tests, a full 83-level
MOPS directional interrogation sequence was eimulated by repeating the
26-level interrogation sequence four times for each setting of intruder range
and reply level. The resultant ATCRBS reply data tape was then modified to
resemble racorded replies received from an 83-level whisper-shout
interrogation sequence by selecting the appropriate levels from each of the
four 26-level sequences transmitted. This pre-processing function ia
described in greater detail in 2.3.1.

2.2 Teat Equipment Description

Figure 2 is a block diagram showing the inter-connectionbetween the TEU
under t;st, the GTF target
interference generators.

s~m”lator and recording equipment, and the various

4
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2.2.1 Ground Test Facility

The Mncoln Laboratory Ground Test Facility is designed to perform
functional teats on TCAS Experimental Wits. It ia capable of generating
ATCRBS and Mode S replies from simulated tsrgets in response to interrogations
from a TEU. The range and the reply amplitude associated with each simlated
target are automatically controlled during a test according to program~d
parameters entered in via a scenario data tape. The range of the target
relative to the TEU under teat can ba programmed to vary between O nfi and
30 nti in increments of either the 8.276 or 8.0 MHz internal TEU clock period
(i.e.. 120.83 nsec for ATCRBS targets and 125 nsec for Mode S targets). The.—. _., ——.. —...._ —.
amplittie of the target reply at the GTF outuut can be Dro~rammed to varY
between -103 dBm and -40 dBm in 1
ia selected prior to the teet and

A Qantex 2200 cartridge tape
operational software and the test
data outputs from the TEU.

dB steps. -A fixed al~it;de for the ta;get
cannot be varied during the test.

recorder was used to load in the TEU
scanario parameters and to record the reply

2.2.2 Mode S and ATCRBS Fruit Generators

The Mode S and ATCRSS fruit generators were developed and fabricated by
the FAA Technical Center to provide a simlated fruit environment for testing
ATCRBS and Mode S processors. Figure 3 is a simplified block diagram of the
Mode S and ATCRBS fruit generators.

Each of the four ATCRBS fruit generators is capable of generating notinal
fruit rates up to 20,000 per second for a combined total of 80,000 fruit
replies per second. A titing control provides a pseudo-random timing
distribution about the nomfnal fruit rate. The notina,lfruit rate is
selectable in increment of 20 fruit replies per second via keyboard entry.
The amplittie distribution of the.fruit replies is designed to match
previously measured aircraft densities throughout the U.S. (Ref. 3). The
amplitude distribution of,the generated fruit ia controled by a PROM and
cannot be readily modified without generating a new PROM with different
parameters. The a~litude distribution is stored in 256 valuea in the PROM
which is addressed by a pseudo-random number generatot. The selected value
for each fmit reply is then ueed to control an attenuator to eetabliah the
appropriate level for that reply. The total range of possible fruit reply
amplitdes is designed to be 32 dB. The maximum amplittie is established by
setting the output level of each of the 1090 MHz RF signal sources to the
desired value.

Figure 4 illustrate the measured cumulative powr distribution of the
ATCRBS fruit generators for four notinil fruit rate settings of 80,000 40,000,
20,000 and 10,000 fruit replies per second. The output was adjusted to
provide a msiimm fruit reply power level of -45 dBm at the input to the TEU
receiver. The curves were derived by counting ATCRBS fruit reply bracket
detection in the TEU receiver for various settings of the TEU receiver
threshold. The dynamic MTL function in the TEU was disabled during these
❑easurements in order to prevent threshold capture by the larger amplittie
fruit replies. The reeults indicate that the fruit generator power
distribution approximate a uniform-in-range target distribution. Tbe fruit
rate specified for each of the interference tests is that rate observable by a
TCAS receiver with a threshold setting of -77 dBm referenced to the receiver
input.
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Four code generator were used to generate the total fruit output with
each supplying one+ourth of the total. Tkree of the code generators can each
produce 4 different altitude codes (the fourth code generator dup!i,catesthe
altitude codes of one of the other generators) for a total of 12 differant
altitude values. The four eets of altitude code data for each generator are
atored in PROMS and ara eelected sequentially whan generating fruit. The
lidted number of ATCRB5 fruit altitudes produced by the ATCRBS fruit
generator tend to produce unrealisticallyhigh falae track,rat?a by the
surveillance processor under test. To circumvent this problem, tha recordad
ATCRBS fruit replies were re-aesigned a larger, more realistic.set Of
eltitdes prior to ATCRBS surveillance proceaaing. fiis scheme, which is
deacfibed in graater detail in 2.3.1, modified the diatributiOn of
ATCRBS fruit altitudes to resemble that which would be encountered in a high
dansity environment (i.e., the LA basin).

Tha Mode S fruit generator is capabla of generating Mode S fruit at rates
up to 2000 per second with the rate electable in increment of 4 fruit
replies per second via keyboard entry. The fruit generator containa two
independent fruit control and reply generator unite, each of which contributes
up to one-half of the total fruit output. The time distribution of generated
fruit replies can be electable, via atitchee, to simulate either the
paetiowandom distribution or one in which the fruit occurs in bursts (i.e., a
bunching effect). Each reply ganerator can produca up to 14 differerit56-bit
messaga fialda and up to 6 different 112-bit message fields. The 20 mesaagee
are stored in a PROM with eelection controlled by + combination of the random
number generator and by stitches. Four fixed percentages of long and short
messages can be selectad by switch controls to provide either O.8%, ~.6%, 25%
or 50% long Wde S messages. The selected parentage of short to long

,,,

meseages ramaina constant regardless of fruit rate. The amplitude of Mode S
fruit from one of the two reply ge’naratorsie controlled in a manner ,aitilar
to that for ATCRBS fruit replies (i.e., the amplitude of a specific Mode S
fruit reply is pseudo-randomly selected from one of 256 po?eibilitias stOred
in a PROM). The amplitda of fruit rapliee generated by the second raply
generator ie fixed at a constant value. The interference measurement tests
used only the single Mode S raply generator whose output amplitude ia
pseudo-andody varied.

2.2.3 TACAN/DME Signal &narator

The TACAN/DME ground beacon squitter aignala for the interference teats
wera generated by a Watom ~ectronics Inc., Squawk/Naut-I teat set. me
Squawk/Naut-I can generate either X-Mode or Y-Mode squitter signale with
gaussian-shaped pulse-pairs at rates of up to 10,000 pulse-pairs per second.
The RF frequency of the squitter eignals ia selectable from 960 to 1215 ~Z in
1 Mffzincrements and the output amplitude is continuously adjustable between
-10 dBm and -110 dBm.

10
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TACAN/DME interrogationsfrom airborne interrogators were simulated using
an RP generator whose output was pulse-odulated by a Rawlett Packard PIN
modulator. The modulation signal conaieted of either X+ode- or Y-Mode
pulee~airs whose leading and trailing edges exhibited fast rise and fall
timee rather than a gauasian characteristic. Square pulse shapes for the
interrogation eignale were chosen to simulate the interrogationwaveform
characteristics of precision TACAN/D~ interrogators ad other TCAN/D~
Interrogators that are knom to generate signale with fast rise and fall
times.

2.3 Test Scenario and Data Collection Process

2.3.1 ATCRBS Surveillance

The teat ecenario used for evaluation of ATCRBS performance consisted of
an approachingintruder and a stationary target. The moving intruder began at
a range of 8 ned from the TSU and closed at constant altitude to within
0.5 nmf range of the TEU at a rate of 105.7 knots. The stationary intrtier
was positioned at 4 nti range. The altitude of both the moving intruder and
the TEU wae 8000 ft. (altitude code 6620) and the altitude of the stationary
target wae 7000 ft. (altitude code 6020). The replies from the two targete
resulted in a garble situation between the ranges of 5.7 and 2.3 nnd.

Since the TEU was configured to produce the MOPS omnidirectional
wbieper-shout sequence of 26 levels, the bench test simulated the full Minimum
TCAS II directional sequence (83 levels) by repeating the omnidirectional
sequenca four times for a given set of conditions. Each l-second scan
interval therefore contained four successive 26-level interrogation sequences
from the TEU tith the moving intruder range re-adjuated every fourth
interrogation sequence to simulate a closing rate of 105.7 knots. The
amplitude of the moving intruder reply at the TEU input was tijusted
throughout the ecenario to coincide ~th nO~nal received levels (i.e. -65 dBm
at 8 nmf to -40 dBm at 0.5 nti). Tbe amplitude of the stationary target was
maintained at -59 dBm. The recorded reply data tape contained the two ATCRBS
intruder replies and, when injected, interference in each of the 104
whisper-shout bine in the group of 4 successive 26-level sequences. In
addition the data tape contained information to identify tha four
whisper-shout sequences in each group and a range value which indicated the
true position of each intruder.

The ATCRBS reply tape was first processed to combine,the four 26-level
whisper-shout scans recorded for each eetting of the target parameters into a
single l-second scan interval,centaining an S3-1evel whisper-shout sequence.
This was accomplished by selecting the appropriate whisper-shout levels from
each of the four omnidirectional sequences and eliminating the rest. In
addition, the recorded scenario target replies were identified on the baeis of
known range and retained in the three adjacent whisper-shout intervals of the
83-level sequence that are associated with the interrogation steps that would
have elicited a response given nominal uplink parameters. Target replies
occuring in the remaining bine were discarded. A target reply is retained in
three adjacent bins since flight tests have shorn that aircraft respond on
average to three consecutive whisper-shout interrogations.

11



In order to overcome the problem of excessive false track rates due to
the limited number of codes genersted by the ATCWS fruit generator, each of
the ATCRBS fruit replies recorded during each test was distinguished from the
scenario targets and re-assigned s new code randody selected from a much
larger eet of codes. Each ATCRBS reply that occurred outside of a 0.05 nti
range window centered at the knon target range was considered to be an ATCRBS
fruit reply. The code set was developed baeed on meaeured aircraft
distributions In the LA basin and represents a fruit model in ~ich 27% of the
replies are Mode A discretee, 41% are 1200 codes, 15% are ~de C altittie
codes and 18% are empty brackets. The Mode C altitude codes In the eet
represent altitudes that have a gaussian distribution between O and 12,000
feet with a peak at 6,000 feet. The Mode A discrete codes were selected from
4096 possibilities with equal probability. me tOtal number Of cOde
possibilities for a given test is equivalent to the number of aircraft that
would have to be.present in order to provide the selected ATCBSS fruit rate.

The reconfigured ATCRBS reply tapes for each test were then processed by
a computar-based varslon of the MOPS TCAS II ATCRBS surveillance processor to
provide plote of altittie and range tracks as a function of time. since the
track plot information for each scan was represented by a swbol that denoted
the preeence or abaence of an updating valid reply, the PlOte cOuld be
examined to deterfine intruder reply and track probability for each teet
condition. The plote also indicated the extent to tifch false track reporte
were generated. Based on the plots, the perforwnce of the ATCRBS
surveillance processor under each of the fnterferenca conditions was evaluated
relative to its performance in an interference-free environment.

2.3.2 tide S Surveillance

Mode S surveillance performan’cein an interference environment was
evaluated in a manner different than that for the ATCRBSprocessor. Figure 5
illustrate the procedures used to determine the effect Of.interference On
MOde S perfOr~nce. FOr the ATCRBS evaluation, the TEU reply data genarated

by the simulated intruder encounters was fed directly tO the non-real-time
ATCRBS eurveillante proceesor. For Mnde S evaluation, the TEU reply data was
used to firet generate Mode S reply detection probability curves for two of
the severest environmental conditions tested. The data in theee curves wae
then used to aeeign a probability of detectiOn tO each Of the”rePlie6 recOrded
during actual flight tests to reflect the presance Of the eimulated fruit and
TACAN/DME interference. Baaed on these probabilities, the recorded reply

stream waa thinned-out to represent the output of a TCAS 11 reply processor in
this environment. mis thinned reply scream was then fed to a non-real-time
Mnde S surveillance processor. The advantage of this approach is that the
Mode S performance evaluation in an interference environment alsO includes the
effects of other link failure mchanisms (i.e., mltipath etc.).

12
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The scenario for tha ~de S target consisted of a single intruder at a
fixed range of 4 nti and an altitde of 8000 ft. For each test, the intruder
was interrogated 100 times at each of 24 se~tings of intruder reply level as
maasured at the TEU input. The 24 reply levels were varied from -79 dBm to
-73 dBm in 1 dB steps and from -71 dBm to -41 dpm in 2 dB steps with the final
step occ”ring at -40 dBm. The reply data was then processed to provide a
probability of detection of a valid reply (i.e., i reply re.:eivedwith a
correct or a-correctable message field) as a function of,reply level for both
an interference-freeenvironment and in the presence of various combinations
of Mode C and Mode S fruit and TAC~/DME sig”nals.

The TEU Mode S reply processor used for these teets did not provide error
detection and correction or message bit confidence informationas” specified in
the TCAS 11 MOPS. Therefore,:a meana was necessary.to simulatetk=. error
correction.process in order to p.rOviderealistic eatimate~..0fTGAS II reply
performance.

The TCAS .lI:errorcorrectionalgorithm declares a corrupted message field
to be.correctableif; a) the.number of low~onfidence bit”declarations in any
24 bit message field interval does not exceed~.11,.end b) ~hb-extent ,ofdecoded.
erroneous.bitsiu the message field does not exceed 24bits, and c) there are
no high~onfid~nce decla-rationsassociated with any of the &rron’@o.ui;bits.
M though the absence of confidence informstton in the TEU.rePIY dat? OutP~t
prohibitw an exact simulation”nf the reply ‘cariectionprocess, an up,perbo!lnd
on TCAS.IIreply” performance can be determined”if,tbe ass~mp.tionie mde that
all.of “the””TEUmessage bits in error, and no others, are of Iow-confidence.

The recorded replies generated by the Wde S scenario target were decoded
and compared to the correct data field’to determine the extent and numbar of
any bit errore”preeent in the received message. If the extent of the error
burst did not exceed 24 bite and if the number of erroneoue bite tithin a
24-bit span “didnot excead 11, the errors were assumed to,,be
low-confidence and the reply was considered, for the purppse of this
evaluation, to be a potentially correctable reply.

The a,,ctualperformance achievable by a TCAS 11 error correction scheme
will be less than the upper bound value since decoded real world replies
aometimee contain more than eleven low-confidence declaration and/or
incorrect data bits that are declared high confidence. The resulte Of a
previous Wde S‘reply processor study (kf. 4) were exatined in an effort to
detertine the percentage of potentially correctable replies that would
actually be corrected by a TCAS 11. This attiy suggests that, for a constant
level of performance, the use.of error correction allows oPeratiOn ‘n ‘tice
the fruit environment aa that with no correction. Aa till be evident from the
discussion’”of Mode S performance resulte in 3.2.1; this implies that a TCAS 11
reply processor ie effectively eimulated if one-half of the potentially
correctable replies are incltied in the valid reply output of the TEU.

14
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The valid reply detection curves obtained from the TEU in the presence of
interference were used to modify the detection probability of Mode S replies
previously recorded by the Mncoln hboratory Mrborne Measurements Facility
(AMF) (Ref. 5) during actual flight tests. Since the AMF equipment haa the
capability of recording the amplitude of received Mode S replies, the M
reply data can be assigned a new statistical probability of occurence based on
the Information provided by the TEU reply detection curves. Valid replies
recorded by the AMF occurred with a probability that was determined by the
interference environment in which the WF teat was flown. In order to achieve
a reply probability that reflected only the simlated interference
environment, the masured values of reply detection from the TEU bench teats
had to be normlized to the probabilities determined for tha actual conditions.
Of the flight teat. For a given reply level, tha resultant reply probability
is the probability determined from the measurement in the simulated
environment (e.g., from the raply detection curve) given that a valid reply
was received in the actual environment. h ~ reply was then accepted as a
valid reply if its resultant probability, as determined above, waa equal to or
greater than a value genarated by a random number generator. The outQut of
this process is a modified ANF reply stream which reflects the conditions of
the aimlated interference environment. The modified reply stream was then
processed by a computer-based (non-real-time)versiOn of the TCAS II tide S
surveillance processor to detertine surveillance performance in the simulated
environment.

I

2.4 Interference Environment and Test Sumwry

A total of 50 taata were conducted to determine ATCRBS and Mode S reply
and track performance in the presence of interference (25 each for ATCRBS and
Mode S). Tables 1 and 2 summrize the characteristicsof the interference
generated during each of the ATCRBS and Mode S tests. The power level
indicated for the ATCRBS and Mode S fruit is the amplitude of the largest
fruit raply generated. The remaining fruit reply amplitudes were distributed
over a range of O to -32 dB with reepect to the maximum value. The
TACAN/DME squitter and interrogation levela were fixed at the values
indicated.

Since the projected ATCRBS and TACAN/DME squitter environment in which
TCAS II ie expected to operate was not well defined at the time the tests were
conducted, it was decided to evaluate TCAS II parametrically under a broad
range of environments chosen such that the actual environment will never be
likely to exceed the teat maximums. Mthough TWS II was evaluated in ATCRBS
fruit ratee of up to 60K replies per second, a preliminary estimate of the
ATCRBS fruit rate in the L.A. Basin is more nearly 30K replies per second in
the year 2000. This estimate is baaed on an ATCRBS fruit rate measurement of
approximately 10K replies per second in the L.A. Basin when the aircraft
density was O.1 aircraft per square nautical tile (Ref. 3). The anticipated
density of 0.3 transponder-quipped aircraft per square nautical tile in the
L.A. Basin in the year 2000 suggests a threefold increase in the current
ATCRBS fruit rate to approximately 30K replies per second assuming that the
present ground interrogator population remains the same. tire precise
computer-simlated estimates of projected ATCRBS fruit rates in the L.A. Basin
are currently being developed by the FAA. The Mde S fruits rates for the
teats were selected to be approximately 1% of the ATCRBS fruit rates.
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ATCBBS

‘iABLE1

SURVEILLANCE INTERFERENCE TESTS

II
—--— - ———

INTERFERENCE ENVIROMNT

AT~BS FRUIT I MODE S FRUIT
rest Rate w Freq Rate *r Freq-
Vo. (/s) (dBm)1 (mz) (/s) (dBm)l (w)
1
2 9K -45 1090 No Interference
3 18K .’ ‘“

,!

4 33K “ “’ ,,

5 45K “ ‘ !. .

6 60K “ I “ ,,

7 No I nterference 93 -45 1090
8 ,. 186 “ .

9 ,, 366 .’ ‘“
10 ,, 571 .’ “’
11 s. 856 .’ ‘.
12 9K -45 1090 93 “ “
13 18K “ “ 186 “ “’
14 33K “ .’ 366 ‘“ ‘.
15 45K .“ “ 5J1 “ .’
16 60K “’ ‘“ 856 ..

,.

17 No Interference No Interference
18 ,, .

19 ,, ,,

20 ,,

21 ,, ,,

22 45K -45 1090 571 -45 1090
23 60K “ “ 856 .’ ‘“
24 “ “ “ “ ‘“ “
25 “ “ “ “ ‘“. “’

7
TACAN/DME SQUIT7ER TAM/W INTERROGATION

Rate w Freq Rate w
(/s) Mode

Freq
(dBm)1 (mz) (PPIS) Mode (dBm)1 (~Z)

No Interference
No Interference No Interferenm

., .
“ “
“ .
. ,,
. “
.. ,.
., .
., ,,
!. .
,, ,,
., “
,, ,,
,, ..
., .

3600 “Y -58 1090 “

7200 “ .“ “
,.

No Interference 28a x -5a 1090
,, s, Y “ -

7200 Y -5a 1090 ..
., “ ,.

,, ., ,. 1090 “’ . . .

3600 “ !’ “ ‘“
,. ,. .,

7200 ““ ‘“ ‘. “
,, s, ,,

,. ., ,, 1082 “
,, .

1. Meaaured at the TEU receiver input.
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TABLE 2

MODE S SURVEILLANCE INTERFERENCETESTS

--— -—--— ---—-- —-
INTERFERENCE ENVIRONMENT

ATCRBS FRUIT MODE S FRUIT I TAW/DME SQ~ITTER I TAM/DMB INTERROGATION

rest Wt e %r Freq Rste ~r Freq fite Rate ~r Freq

To. (/s) (dBm)l (MRz) (/s) (dBm)1 (MRz) (/s) Node (Rm)l ?4: ) (pp/s) Mode (dBh)1 (Msz)

26 No Interference
2? 9K -45, 1090 No Interference No Interference I No Interference

28 18K “’ .“
.,

29 33K ‘s ‘.
,,

30 60K ‘“ “
,,

31 No Interference 93 -45 1090
32
33 II

i

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47 9
48 18
49 33
50 60

~

,,
!!

. .

,,

. .

,,

,,

!,

s,
,,

II186 “’ “
366 “ ““
Occ ,. ,,

If 0,” I I

No Interference
,,
.,
!!

,,

,,

,,

,,

,,

m I ., I ,,

.. ,,

2700 Y -58 1090
3600 .. ““

,, ,,

7200 “. “
,, .,

3600 “ “ 1086
,,

!, 0. !s 1084
,, ,! ,, 1082

,,

,, .. ,, 1080
,,

,, 1. ., 1078
,,

7200 .. -48 1090
,,

No Interference 288 x 58 1090

3600 Y -5a 1090
,! 0. ,, ,,

7200 ‘. “’ “
,, Y ,, !,

,, ., ,, ,, ,. .! ,, ,,

,, .. ., ,, ,, .. ,.
,, .. ,, ,, ,, 0. ,, s,

,, .. ,, s, ,, . ,, ,,

1. Measured at TEU receiver input.



The mximum TA~NID~ squitter rate was selected to be representative of
e worst-ase situation i-nwhich two filitery TACAM[D~ ground beacons are
located in the came place and operating at 1090 ~z. hwer squitter rates and
offeet RF frequencies ware also testad and are mora representative of poesible
FAA beacon channel assignments: two co-1ocatsd beacons each operated at a
rate of 2700 pulse paira per second maximum and at frequenclea of 1086 MHz and
1084 MRz respectively. The single TACAN/DME interrogation rate rested Zs
representative of an airbQrna interrogator environment of 24 aircraft within
5 nsd of the TCAS aircraft with each transmitting 24 pulse paire per second.
The -58 dBm TAWN/DME signal level represents an average interrogator range of
2.5 nti.

Appendix A provfdee a detailed description of each of the tests.
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3.0 MEASUREMENT RESULTS

3.1 ATCRBS Surveillance

As noted in 2.3.1, the evaluation of a TCAS II ATCRBS surveillance
processor in an interference environment waa conducted by entering the
recorded ATCRBS reply output of the TEU reply processor to a computer-based
version of the TCAS II surveillance processor. The surveillance proceesor
provided an output plot of range and altitude track reports”on a scan-by-scan
basia. This plot could than be exsmined for ATCRBS intruder track performance
and false track generation. Figure 6, which is a portion of the track plot
for test 24, illustrate the type of output used to evaluate ATCRBS
surveillance performance. Each scan is represented by a symbol which denotes
the condition of a target track for that scan. A plus sign indicates that an
established track was updated by a correlating reply. A dnus sign indicates
that an established track was coasted because no correlating reply was
received. A dot indicates an acquisition period in which track is not yet
established and the abaence of a symbol indicates a dropped track following a
coast period with no u@ating reply.

3.1.1 Reply and tiack Performance

The ability of the surveillance processor to establish and maintain track
on an intrtier in the presence of interference was determined by tabulating
from the output track plot the number of scans associated with each of tbe
track conditions (i.e., established track, no track and coasted track).
Tables 3 and 4 summatiizethese rasults for tbe moving and stationary targets
respectively for each of the interference environments tested. Performance
values were derived for each of three separate range intervals associated with
the moving target as well as for the entire 8 nti to 0.5 nti range interval.
The three range intervals correspond to regions in which the moving and
stationary target replies are non~arbling (8 to 5.7 nti and 2.3 to 0.5 nti)
and garbling (5.7 to 2.3 nmi). The 5.7 to 2.3 nti region provides a meaaure
of the degarbling capability of TCAS II in an interference environment. The
performance values in Tables 3 and 4 are presented “interms of reply and track
probability. Wply probability for a target over any given measurement
interval was computed as the ratio of the number of scans for which a
correlating reply was received to the total number of scans within that
interval. It should be noted that reply probability as determined here ia on
a per ecan basis and not the probability of receiving a single correlating
reply because replies from a target are generated in response to three
consecutive whisper-shout interrogations each scan. Track probability for a
target over any given measurement interval was computed as the ratio of the
number of scana for which an established track existed to the total number of
scans within that interval.

According to the track probabilities 1isted in Tables 3 and 4, the ATCRBS
surveillance processor was able to acquire and maintain track on an intruder
exceedingly well in all environments. The time of acquisition and the track
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TASLE 3

ATCK8S S~VEILLANCE PEWOW~ - MOVING TAKGET

T Interferencefsec 8-5.7 nti 5.7-2.3 nti 2.3-0.5 nd 8-0.5 nti
E
s ATCKSS tide S TAMIDME Keply Track Seply Track Keely Track MPIY fiack
T tiuits/s Ruitsls Squitterls Inter’s/s PrOb. prOb. prOb. prOb. prOb. prOb. prOb. Prob.
1 0 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 0.84 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.92 1.0
2 9K o 0 0 1.0 1.0 0.85 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.92 1.0
3 18K o“ o 0 1.0 1.0 0.83 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.92 1.0
4 33K o 0 0 0.96 1.0 0.82 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.90 1.0
5 45K o 0 0 0.90 1.0 0.80 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.87 1.0
6 60K o 0 0. 0.87 1.0 0.81 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.87 1.0
7 0 93 0 0 1.0 1.0 0.84 1.0 0.98 1.0 0.92 1.0
8 0 186 0 0 1.0 1.0 0.83 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.92 1.0
9 0 .366 0 0 1.0 1.0 0.84 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.92 1.0
10 0 571 0 0 1.0 1.0 0.85 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.92 1.0
11 0 856 0 0 1.0 1.0 0.[
12 9K 93 0 0 0.97 1.0 0.1
13 18K 186 0 0 0.97 1.0 0.84” 1.0

111111

1.0 1.0 0.91 1.0
14 33K 366 0 0 0.99 1.0 0.82 1.0 0.98 1.0 0.90 1.0
15 45K 571 0 0 0.94 1.0 0.80 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.88 1.0 II
16 60K 856 0 0 0.88 0.97 0.1
17 I n o 3600Y o n.~q 1.0 0.1

I;;i;iiio
! I -. ..., -,

I 288X 1.0 I 14

841 1.0 II 1.0 I 1.0 II 0.921 1.0
841 1.0 0.981 1.0 0.911 1.0 II

125 I 60K 856 7200Y 288Y II 0.79 1.0 II 0.761 1.0 II 0.881 1.0 I 0.801 1.0 I1
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Prob. Prob. Prob. Prob. Prob. Prob. Prob. Prob.
1.0 1.0 0.80 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.90 1.0
1.0 1.0 0.79 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.90 1.0
1.0 1.0 0.79 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.90 1.0
1.0 1.0 0.79 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.90 1.0
1.0 1.0 0.77 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.88 1.0
0.94 1.0 0.75 1.0 0.96 1.0 0.85 1.0
1.0 1.0 0.79 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.90 1.0
1.0 1.0 0.80 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.90 1.0
1.0 1.0 0.79 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.90 1.0
1.0 1.0 0.80 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.90 1.0
1.0 1.0 0.80 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.90 1.0
1.0 1.0 0.ao 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.90 1.0
1.0 1.0 0.79 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.89 1.0
0.97 1.0 0.80 1.0 0.96 1.0 0.a8 1.0
0.99 1.0 0.79 1.0 0.96 1.0 0.89 1.0
0.99 1.0 0.75 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.87 1.0
1.0 1.0 0.81 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.90 1.0
0.97 1.0 0.76 1.0 1.0 1.0 .0.a7 1.0
1.0 1.0 0.81 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.90 1.0
1.0 1.0 0.79 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.90 1.0
0.97 1.0 0.77 1.0 0.98 1.0 0.87 1.0
0.90 1.0 0.73 1.0 0.86 1.0 0.80 1.0
0.79 0.97 0.73 1.0 0.93 1.0 0.79 0.99
0.93 1.0 0.67 1.0 0.82 1.0 0.77 1.0
0.91 1.0 0.75 1.0 0.91 1.0 0.83 1.0



probability in all of the environments tested with the exception of tests 16,
18, 21, 23 and 24 matched the baseline performance exhibited in the
non-interference environment of Test 1. The slightly degraded tracking
performance measured in the 8-5.7 nmi region for tests 16, 18, 21 and 23 iS a
result of a delay in acquisition relative to the time of acquisition observed
in Test 1. This is not particularly significatltconsidering that the lowest
value of G.97 in test 16 (moving target) and test 23 (stationary tsrget)
corresponds to an acquisition delay of only tw scans. The.Only 103s Of track
following acquisition occured in test 24 when the target was within the
garbling region of 5.7 to 2.3 nti. The 0.94 track probability for this rsnge
interval corresponds to a loss of track for eight consecutive scans. This
dropout is evident in Fig. 6 in the vicinity of scan 110.

Rsply probability on a per-scan ba3is is also not appreeia”blyaffected by
the presence of interference. The poorest reply performance observed relative~
to the baseline measurement occuredtn an environmentconsisting Of both high
ATCEBS fruit rates and high TACAN/DME squi.tterrates.: With ths exception.of
the 8=can track 10SS in tes~ 24; the duration of reply failures in the
se.vereatenvironments tested wae not extensive enough to cauae .atrack drop....

3.102” Fslee Track Rata

The degree to which interference caused the.ATCRBS surveillance processor
to gen2rste””false tracks was evaluated.by .obeervisgthe totalnumbernf track
report~::inesch test that did not associate with either of the simulated
targets. Table 5 lists those tests for which false target.repo.rt~were
observed. To be meaningful,the .numba”rof.false target rep~rts 3hould be
compared to the number of real target reports. Traditionally, the false track
performance of a TCAS has been assessed in terms of the rstio of the number of
false target reports generated in a particular‘interferenceenvironment to the
total number of real target reports generated by an aircraft population
comparable to the interference environment. Since the measurements reported
here were performed using a 2-aircraft population, a realistic evaluation of
false track rate requires than an estimate be made of the number of aircraft
that would have been present and in track for each of the interference
environments tested.

For example, in Test 6 the surveillance proce3sor generated 66 false
track reports within an 8 nti range as a result of an ATCRBS fruit environment
of 60K replies per second. Assuming that each aircraft generated 200 ATCRBS
fruit replies per second, the 60K replies per second total fruit rate implies
that there were 300 aircraft present within detection range (30 nfi) of the
TEU. The percentage of these,aircraft within the 8 nmi measurement range of
the TEU is determined using the high density aircraft distribution formla
described in the TCAS 11 MOPS (i.e., a uniform-in-area distribution to 5 nti
and a uniform-in-range distribution beyond 5 nti),. ~is results in 80
aircraft within 8 nti of the TEU. These aircraft are further sssumed to be
tracked with the same probability as measured for the two simlated targets.
The false trsck rate in Te3t 6 waa then computed as
false track reports (66) to the total of real track
assumed aircraft population (80 targets x 250 scans
20, 000) .

2Y

the ratio of measured
reports attributed to the
x 1.0 track probability -
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Table 5 lists for each test in which false target reports were observed,
the number of aircraft aeeumed to be within 8 nmi of the TEU given the ATCRBS
fruit rate and the MOPS aircraft distribution, and the resultant false track
rate in percent. & observed in the table, the false track rates are all well
within the 1% value specified in the TCAS II MOPS.

In the proceee of evaluating falee track performance, a problem was
discovered that indicated a deficiency in the non-altittiefieportingtarget
processing function suggested by the TCAS II MOPS. The MOPS describes a
technique for tracking transponder-equippedaircraft tithout encoding
altimeters in which all repliee that exhibit illegal C-bite are used. Wring
the initial evaluation of false track performance, the ATCRBS surveillance
processor, which employed the tracker for non-altitude-reporting aircraft
suggested in the MOPS, generated an extremely large nwber of false target
reports in the presence of high ATCRBS fruit ratea. It wae determined that
the problem waa due to a high degree of reply-to-reply correlation reeulting
from the large number of Mode A fruit repliee (discrete ad 1200 code) in the
modeled environment. me non-altittie-reporting tracking function waa then
modified to accept only e~ty brackets, tith the result that the number of
false target reports diminished dramatically. For example the falae target
reports meaeured in Test 6 were reduced from 3500 to 66.

3.2 Mode S Surveillance

As noted in 2.3.2, evaluation of the Wde S surveillance processor in an
interference epvirooment was conducted in twn separate stages. In the first
stage the simulated GTF target scenario was used to meaaure Mode S reply
probability as a function of reply level for each of the interference
environments tested. The reply detection probabilities rneaauredin the twu
most severe interference environtints (Teets 49 and 50) were then ueed in the
second stage to adjuet the probability of repliea recorded during an AMF
flight test againat an actual Wde S intrtier to reflect the presence of the
aimlated interference. Tke modified AMF reply data waa then processed by a
computer-baaed version of the TCAS 11 Mode S surveillance processor to
determine surveillance performance in each of the two worat~aae
environments.

3.2.1 Reply PerfOrmnce

The meaaured curvee of single reply detection probability va. rePIY
amplittie for each of the interference teets “arepresented in Fige. 7 through
11. The curves were derived using only those Mude S replies that occured
within 0.05 nti of the expect,edtarget range and whose decoded message fields
matched exactly ,thefield programmed into the target scenario. The reaulting
probability curves represent Mode S reply performance without error correction
and therefore provide a lower bound on TCAS II reply performance in an
Interference environment.
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Figure 8. Mode S reply detection in the presence of Mode S fruit and TACAN/DMS intarrogations.
(No error COrreCtiOn)
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Figure 7 illustrates the effect of increasing levels of ATCR3S freit on
Mode S reply perfor~nce. A doubling of fruit rate within the range of 18K
replies per second to 60K replies per second results in am approximate 6 dE
decreaae in the effective receiver threshold for a given reply pe=formnce.
This is consistent tith the approximate uniform-in-range a~litude
distribution of the generated ATCR8S fruit. me tested low ratea of Mode S
fruit and TACAN/DME interrogation signala have predictablylittle or no effect
on the Node S reply performance aa evident from Fig. 8. Wgh rates of
TACANjDME squitter signals on the other hand degrade hde S reply performance
to an appreciable extent. Ft~re 9 presents Node S reply probabilities when
subjected to Yaode squitter pulse pairs of -5S dBm amplittie at ratea of
2700, 3600 acd 7200 per second. Tbe measured probabilitea in Fig. 9 co~are
reasonably well.tith theoreticalcalculation based on the assumption that a
reply would not be correctly decoded if .eltfierpulse of the squititerpulse
pair overlaps any portiofiaf.the Mode S reply. For inaeamce; the calculated
probability of successful receptionfor squitter rates of.2700, 3600”and 7200
pulse pairs per second is 0.77, 0.7, and 0-5 respectively:..FigureIQ ~~
illustrate the effect:on Mode S reply.performance when the RF frequency of
equittersignals occuring at a 3600 puls”epairs per second...rateis offset from
1090 ~z”. ~ereappears to be”no appreciableimprovement in perfornnce until’
the.squ$tter frequency is dispiaced by .at.least8 MHz.from..theTCAS center “ ~~~
frequency. According to Fig. 1, an 8 MHz offset reauits in .a i5 dE reduction
in squl.tteramplitude reiative co the Mde S reply. Figure i1 presents the
meaaured Mod@ S reply .performnce itia combined interferenceenvironment
conaiatlngof ATCRBS and Mede..S fruit and TACAN/DME interrogation aad aquitter
aignaia.

Aa mentioned eariier, the measured probabilities presented in Figs. 7
through i1 are the result of rapiy processing without error correction. In
order to provide a meaningful evacuation of TCAS II performance in
interference, the measured probabilities had to be revised to match the
probabilities that couid be achieved with a TCAS 11 reply processor with error
correction. An estimate of the performance of a reply processor using error
detection and correction was accomplished by first examining the message field
of ali scenario test target repiies received in error. If the error pattern
in the received message fieid satisfied the MOPS criteria for a correctable
message, exciuding any requirement associated with confidence bit
declarations, (see 2.3.2), the reply was considered for this evacuation to be
potentially correctable by a TCAS II. Figure 12 Illustrates the possibie
improvement in repiy pe~formance in a 60K replies per second ATC~S fruit
environment if aii of the potentially correctable replies are actuaiiy
declared vaiid repiie$. Since a high density of iow confidence bits in a
message fieid*can inhibit error correction, tbe two solid curves in Fig. 12
depict the upper and iower bounds of performance achievable by a TCAS 11 repiy
processor. Actual perfortince with error correction wiil fali somewhere in
between these two curves. As mentioned in 2.3.2, a previous Mode S repiy
performnc”e sttiy (kf. 4) indicated that the levei of perfor~nce in a given
fruit environment with error correction is rOughIy equivalent to the ievei of
performance
correction.
performance
repiies per

achievable in one-half the fruit environment with no error
In Fig. 12 the dashed curve iilustratee the measured reply

without error correction In an ATCRBS fruit environment of 33K
second.
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According to the curves, a realistic estimate of reply performance tith error
correction is acheived for TCAS II evaluation if 50% of th- potentially
correctable replies resulting from ATCRBS fruit”interference are accepted as
valid replies.

TCAS II reply parformance in a TACAN/DME aquitter interference
environment is not as readily evaluated since Mode S reply performance in real
TACAN/DME interference haa nevar been investigated. TACANIDME squitter
interference can be cauaad by aithar one or both of tha pulses in a TACAN/DME
pulse pair. If bet% pulses of a TACAN/DME pulse pair with 30 aec Y-ode
spacing overlap a Mode S data field, the error span exceeds 24 data bits and
the corrupted reply till not be considered a potentially correctable reply.
If a.eingle TACAN/DM~ squitter pulse of -58 dBm amplitude interferes with the
Mode S data -field,the mximum extent:of the error will generally notexceed
eeven data bits...aincethis .is the approximate tidth of tha.gaussian-shaped
pulse at a level equivalent to tha MTL of She receiver. M so thespan of..
lew-confidence bits produced by the single pulae would not exceed aaven data
bits.and bacanee .oftbeshape of the pulse thereis little’likelihood‘that
high”confidence would be associated with any .of“:theerroneo.~ .bita. The
result is that an error.caused by a aingla TACAN/~E. pulse haa a high”
probability of being corrected by a TCAS II. In comparison,.ATCRBS ffuif
interferance can generate confidence bit patterns that would irifiibit
correction of ‘whatotherwise appears to ba a potentially cecrectabla Mode
reply. A cmservative approach muld ba to aasume that TCAS ~l..reply:
correction parform at least as well against :single~ulse TACAN/DME
interference as .itdoes against ATCRBS fruit interference.. Consequently,
TCAS 11 evaluation considers 50% of the potentially correctablereplies.
reaulting from a TACAN/DME Interference environment as valid replies.

3.2.2 ti~ariaon of tide S and ATCRBS Reply Perforwnce

s

this

Tbe recorded data allows a direct comparison of tide ,Sand ATCRBS single
reply perfoimnce under tha same conditions of eignal level and interference.
The Mda S reply probabilities depicted in Figs. 7 through 11 are already
baaed on a single reply. The ATCRBS reply probabilities presented in Table 3
for the moving targat are on a par scan baais and, as described in 3.1.1, is
tha probability of receiving a reply given three opportunitiaa. The
probability of receiving a single ATCRBS correlating raply ia given as:

‘single reply = 1 -[I-Pper ~canl 1/3.

Four teste which employed the same interference conditions for both the
ATCRBS and Mods S evaluation were selected for the co~arison. In each of
theee teats the ATCRBS reDly probability measured in the 8 to 5.7 nti region.
which is equivalent to a ~eply amplitnde range of -65 to -62 dBm, wae co~pared
to tha Mode S reply probability masured at a reDlv level of -63.5 dBm.
Table 6 tabulatea the results of the
interference conditions. As seen in

. . .
comparisons for tha four’diffarent
tb.etable, the single Mods S reply
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TABLE 6

COMPARISON OF ATCRBS AND MODE S WPLY PROBABILITIES

Test 4/29 (330s ATCRBS Fruit)

Per-scan ATCRBS Reply Probability
Single ATCRBS Reply ~obability

Single Nnda S kply Probability
(error-free replies)

Single Mode S Reply Wobability
(simulatad error correction)

Test 6/30 (60K/s ATCRBS Fruit)

Per-scan ATCRBS Reply Robability
Single ATCRBS Reply ~obability

Singla Node S Reply Robability
(error-frae replies)

Single Node S Wply tiobability
(siwlatad error correction)

Test 18137 (7200 pp/s TACAN/DME Squitters)

Par-scan ATCRBS Reply ~obability
Single ATCRBS Reply fiobability

Single tide S ~ply Probability
(error-free replies)

Single Mode S @ply Probability
(simulated error correction)

Test 24/50 (Combined Worst-case Interference)

Per-scan ATCRBS Reply Probability
Singla ATCRBS Reply Probability

Single Mode S 5eply Probability
(error-free repliee)

Single Mnde S Reply Mobability
(simulated error correction)

0.96
0.64

0.50

0.65

0.87
0.49

0.37

0.54

0.94
0.61

0.5s

0.75

0.57
0.25

0.15

0.27
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probability for the case in which error correction is simulated by including
50% of the potentially correctable replies closely matches the eingle ATCRBS
reply probability in all four interference environments. Since the ATCRBS
surveillance processor performance was only slightly degrtied in the worst
environment tested, one would anticlpate that, baeed on the comparison, the
Mde S surveillance proceesor, with ite ability to re-interrogate,would
perform satisfactorily in the same environment.

3.2.3 Surveillance Performance

Evaluation of the TCAS 11 tide S”surveillance proceseor was accomplished
using hde S reply data recorded during selected ~F flight tests
ovar land and involvlng head-on encountara against a aingle Mode S-aquipped
intruder. Each of the Mds S replies recorded during the flight test wae
first assigned an equivalent TCAS II reply probability based on the
performance of the TEU reply processor measured in Teste 49 afi 50. me
assigned reply probabilities were ueed to modify the recorded flight data to
resemble the ontput of a .TCAS11 reply processor operating in each of these
twe interference conditions. The modified reply stream was then fed to a
computer-based version of the TCAS 11 surveillance processor for tide S track
evaluation.

Since the tested TEU did not include an error correction capability, some
means was necessary to estimate the expected performance of a MOPS-configured
TCAS 11 reply processor. In 3.2.1 it was argued that a reasonable estimate of
TCAS II error-orrected reply performance is possible if 50% of the
potentially correctable replies are considered as TCAS 11 “validreplies and
included’tith the measured error-free reply output of the TEU. The detection
curves illustrated in Figs. 13 and 14 represent the eetimated T~S 11 reply
performance and the measured TEU error-free reply performance for the
environmental conditions of Tests 49 and 50 respectively. The estimated
TCAS 11 probability curves were used to establish the probability values for
each of the recorded AMF replies according to the procedure described in
2.3.2.

The expected output reply stream from a T~S 11 reply processor was then
simulated by comparing the new probability of detection value asigned to each
received ~ reply against a value selected sequentially from a progression of
random numbers. If the reply probability was equal to or greater than the
random number the reply was considered to have been declared valid by a
TCAS 11 reply processor and retained for surveillance proceaeing.

The characteristicof the output reply stream resulting from the random
number comparison was found to be dspendent on the order of random numbers
which in turn is dependent on the seed val~leused to initialize the number
generator prior to each operation of the surveillance proceesor. The reeult
is that, for a given eet of flight and interference conditions, clifferent seed
values cause statistical variations in surveillance oerfOrmsnce. It was
determined that if a
different seed value
stablize after about

.- ..-. . . . . . . . .
given encounter was proceesed repeatedly using a
each time, the total cumulative track performance
five or six trials. To eneure that the measured
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surveillance performance is independent of the initialization process, each
encouoter was repeated with ten different eeed values.

Twelve ANF flight teet encounters were ueed to evaluate
TCAS 11 tide S surveillance performance. Five of the encounters involved a
Mode S intruder equipped wfth a Node S diversity antenna system. The
remaining seven encounters involved a Mode S intr~e~ with a bOttom-Only
antenna. Since the actual closing rates for the twelve encounters ranged
between 209 and 324 knots, the program cycle time associated @-th the Mode S
surveillance processor was adjuated so that each encounter appeared.to be
closing.at a rate of 500 knots. Surveillance performance for the twelve
encounters wae then exadned in terms of the time-before-closest-approachat
which“.sreliable intruder track waa established.

The measured ‘performance..of tha TCAS II Mode S“Surveillance.p.roceaaoris
illustrated in Pigs..15 and 16 for the interference envlronmenra of Teata 49
and 50 reapactivel.y. me curvee represent...thecumulative PerfOr.~nce in term
of timeof track of the twelve 500 knot-ncounters, ..@achproceaaed with.ten
different random number seeds= The accepted “criteriafor TCAS IT””performance.~~~
~gaimst..anapproaching intruder is that a reliable track be estab~iehe~ne~:lY
enough to provide sufficient time to react ‘toa zasolutlon advisory.
high’density environment with mximum 500 knotclesing speeds the required

time.for.aurvelllance haa baen’established by the collision avoidance.logic’aa
25.seconde prior to the time at.which the”separation becomes,0..3nmi.“:In.the
il”luatrationsof.performance this value Is represented by the threat bwndary
li”iewhich,for a 500’knot..cloeingrata encounter, occurs 27 seconds before
closest approach. Figure 15 shows that for an interference environment
consisting of ATCRBS fruit at a rate of 33K replies per second, Node S fmit
at a rate of 366 per second, TACAN/DME equitters at a rate of 7200 pulse Paira
per second and TACAN/DME interrogation at a rate of 288 PUIS* Pairs Per
eecond, a reliable track waa established on the mde S intr~er by the
required time in nearly 99% of the encounters. ID Fig. 16, which represents
the higheet environment tested, it is seen that the required surveillance

performance was achieved in 85% of the encounters.

Figuree 15 and 16 represent Mode S surveillance performance in an
environment that containa no TCAS-equippad intrnders. The presence of other
TCAS aircraft WiII cauae the interference limiting algorithms Of Om TCAS tO
reduce ita Node S interrogation power to minimize interference effects.
Because the TCAS receiver sensitivity during the squitter listening period is
automatically tailored to match the Node S interrogation power level (i.e.,
lower pOwer resulte in lower aenaitivity), the effect of interference limiting

is to degrade the acquisition performance of TCAS II.

Since the flight teets did not involve TCAS-equipped intrtiere, some
means was neceesary to simulate the resulte of interference limiting on
surveillance performance. According to previous simulation sttiies of Mode S
surveillance perfor~nce (~f. 2),,a density o,f.30other TCAS+quipped
aircraft within a 30 nti range of om TCAS will generally cauae interference
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lititing to raise om TCAS receiver threshold by abnut 3-4 dB snd certainly by
no more than 6 dB. For this evaluation a 6 dB increase waa selected to
represent the result of an abaolute worst-caae TCAS environ~nt.

A 6 d~ increaae in the ~F receiver threshold was simulated by reducing
the reply probability associated with each recordad flight teat reply by an
appropriate amount. ~is WS accomplished by first separating the effects of
receiver noise and simulated interference on the overall reply probability
curves of Figs. 13 and 14. The detection curve for noise alone waa then
raised by 6dB and recombined with the probability due to interference alone to
produce a new joint probability curve. The new probability curves were then
used to establiah a reply stream to the surveillance processor to simulate the
output of a TCAS 11 reply proceeaor operating in the presence of 30 other TCAS
aircraft.

me surveillance performance of TCAS 11 in the simulatsd TCAS aircraft
environment was evaluated in the same mnner ae for the situation involving no
other TCAS aircraft. Figures 17 and 18 represent the cumulative performance
for the twelva encounters under the interference conditions of Tests 49 and 50
respectively and in an environment of 30 other TCAS aircraft. Figure 1? ahowa
that the required Wde S surveillance performance was achiaved by a TCAS 11 in
98% of the encounters when operating in an 0.3 aircraft per square nautical
mile density in ha kgeles in the year 2000 and in the preeence of 30 other
TCAS aircraft. Figure 18 indicatea that the required performance waa achaived
in approximately 80% of the encounters in an environment ttice as severe and
in the presence of 30 other TCAS.

The ability of TCAS 11 to provide reliable traffic advisory service in e
high density environment was evaluated by examining TCAS 11 surveillance
performance 40 secondadprior to closest approach. The 40-second value
provides a,15-second search interval for visual=-~aition before the
occurrence of a resolution adviaory. According to the performance curves
presented in Figs. 15 through 18, TCAS II waa able to provide adequate traffic
advisories in 90% of the encounters closing at 5Q0 knots when subjected to the
environmental conditions of Teat 49 and in the abaence of other TCAS aircraft.
In the most severe environment tested and when interference limiting was
simulated, the ability to provide 40-second traftic adviaoriea againat
500 knot closing speed encounters fell short of the desired 90% performance
level. Specifically, Fig. 17 indicatea that TCAS 11 would have iesued a
traffic advisory no later than 33 seconds before closest approach in 90% of
the encounters when operating in the anticipated ks &gelea baain environment
in the year 2000 with 30 other TCAS. A 33-second traffic adviaory provides a
6-second warning prior to the resolution advisory.

In 500-knot encounters against intruders with relatively low vieual areas
(i.e. single engine general aviation aircraft and military interceptors), the
isauanca of a traffic adviaory 40 seconds before cloaeat approach my not be
useful to the pilot. Studies have ahoti (Ref. 6) that the probability of
being able to visually acquire
very low. This means that, in

small aircraft at rangea beyond.about 4 nti is
a 500-knot head-on encounter, the pilot cannot
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expect to eee theee aircraft until they are about 30 ,secondeaway. If it is
aeeumed that a traffic advieory is useful only when the pilot can be expected
to vieually acquire the target, the meaeured TtiS 11 surveillance performance
in the tis hgelee basin environment for the year 2000 and in the presence of
30 other T~S ie more than sufficient to eupport traffic advieory eervice
againet meet general aviation and tilitary interceptor intrudere.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The results,of the interference study fndi~ate that the TCAS II ATC~$
surveillance processor.exceeds the high density .Perfarmancespecified in the
Mini~m Operational Performance Standard For T~S II when OPerating in an
interference environment in which the,ATCRBS and tide S fruit rates were twice
as severe x that predl.ctedfor the bs Angelee ,baeinin the year 2000. This
environment consisted of an ATCRBS fruit rate of 60K repliee per second, e
Mode S fruit.race of ,856replies per second, a TACAN/DME squitter rate of
7200 ,pulse.paira per second and a TAWN/DVE interrOgatiOn rate Of 288 Pulse
paire per eecond., An ATCRB5,fruit rate of 60K replies par eecond implies a
uniform-in-areaaircraft density within.5 nmi of the.TCAS aircraft of 0.64
aircraft/nti2,if it is assumed that each aircraft generates ,200ATCRBS fruit
replies per second.

Specifically, the ATCRBS processor achieved an overall track probability
of 97% on an approaching intruder in this environment. The track probability
was meaaured over an int.r.tierrange of 8 nmi,to 0.5 n~ and included a 3.4 nmi
region in which the introder reply was subjected to sYnchrOmOus garble f.rOm
another reply. In comparison the TCAS MOPS requirement specifiee that the
probability of successful surveillance of an intruder in an aircraft deneity
of 0.3 aircraft/nti2 shall be at least 90%. The highest false track rate
meaaured for the ATCRBS surveillance processor within the 8 to 0.5 nti
aurveillance region wae 0.31%. This is well below the maximum 1.0% value
specified in the MOPS.

According to the reeults of the study, the TCAS II Mode S surveillance
proceaeor also exceeded the high deneity perforwnce level specified in the
TCAS 11 MOPS when operating in an interference environment in which tbe ATCRBS
and Mode S fruit rates were equivalent to that anticipated for the hs Angeles
basin in the year 2000. This environment consisted of an ATCRBS fruit rate of
33K replies per second, a Mode S fruit rate of 366 replies per second, a
TACAN/DME squitter rate of 7200 pulse pairs per second and a TACAN/DME
interrogation rate of 2aa pulse pairs per second. The ATCRBS fruit rate of
33K replies per second is equivalent to en aircraft density of approximately
0.35 aircraft/nti2. The performance was achieved under conditions that
eimulated the effect of 30 other TCAS-equipped aircraft on interference
limiting and consequently on the surveillance performance of the TCAS 11
Mode S processor.

Specifically, the TCAS 11 Mode S surveillance processor, operating in
this environment and in the presence of 30 other TCAS aircraft, achieved a
successful track on approximately 9a% of the tested 500-knot encounters early
enough to be able to provide a resolution advisory at the required time. This
measured performance exceeds the required 90% probability of successful hde S
surveillance specified in the TCAS MOPS. In the interference environment
conafdered to be ttice as eevere as expected for ba Angeles and in the
presence of 30 other TCAS, the Mode S surveillance processor established track
on 80% of the tested encounters by tha time a resolution advisory was
required.
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4.1. bcommended MOPS @anges

With one exception, a TM II design baeed on the mfriimumrequirernents
described in the TtiS II MOPS till provide adequate performance in an
interference environment that is equivalent to the levale projected for the
year 2000. The one area of the MOPS which was found to be deficient deals
with the technique suggestad for tracking non-altitwde-reporting targets.

The MOPS currently suggests that all replies exhibiting illegal C-bits be
accepted for processing of non-altitnde-epnrting targets. It was discovered
during the evaluation of falae track performsnce, that thie approach leada to
an unnecessarily large number of false target reports. Performance ie
imprnved conaidarably if soley those replies containing empty bracketa are
used for surveillance of non-altitude-reportingtargete. Therefote, it is
euggeated that the first sentence in the third paragraph of the note,of
2.2.15.8 of the TCAS 11 MOPS, (Ssf. 1) be modified to read as followe:

“Ml raplies tith empty brackete are aseigned a
127,000 feet.’”

psatio-altitude, such as
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APPENDIX A

Measurement Teet Froceduree

I

Test 1 - ATCRSS Surveillance Perfortince Without Interference

Thie test ie deeigned to establish
ATCRBS surveillance tracker in the

Test Parameter

ATCRBS Fruit = None

Mode S Fruit = Noue

TACAN/DME Signale - None

a perfor~nce baseline for the TEU
absence of any interfering signals.

TEU Receiver-Threshold= -76 dBm referenced to TEU receiver inPut
Target Scenario = ATCRBS

Teat Procedure

Using the ATCRSS target scenario, record an ATCRBS raply tapa.

Taste 2 through 6 - ATCRBS Surveillance Perfor~nce With ATCRSS Fruit
Interference

~ese tests are deeigned to measure the performance of the TEU ATCRBS
surveillance tracker in term of reply detection,
falee track rate when eubjected to various levels
interference.

?

track probabi1ity and
of ATCRBS f~it

Test Parameter

ATCRSS Fruit
Frequency - 1090 MRz
Max Reply &plittie = -45 dBm
Nomfnal Seply Kate
Test 2 = 9Klsec

Test 3 = lSK/aec
Test 4 - 33Ueec

Teet 5 = 45Wsec

Teet 6 = 60tisec

Mode S Fruit = None
TACAN/DME Signals = None

TEU Receiver Threshold,= -76 dBm
Targat ecenario = ATCRBS

at TEU input

referenced to TEU receiver input

Teet Procedures

USing the ATCRSS target scenario
an ATCRBS reply tape for each of
18Vsec, 33K/aec, 45Msec, and 60Vsec respectively.

and the ATCRBS fruit generator, record
five ATCRBS fruit ratee of 9K/see,
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Tests 7 through 11 - ATCRBS Surveillance Performance With Mode S Fruit
Interference

These tests are designed to measure the performance of the TEU ATCRBS
surveillance tracker in terms of reply detection, track probability
and false track rate when subjected to varioua levels of Mode S fruit
interference.

Test Parameters

ATCKBS Fruit = None
Mode S Fruit

Frequency = 1090 MHz
Max Reply kplitude - -45 dBm at TEU inp!]t
Ratio of kng to

Short Raplies = 25%
Time Distribution = Pseudo-Random
Reply bte
Test 7 = 931eec
Test S = 1861sec
Test 9 = 366Jaec
Test 10 = 571Jsec
Test 11 = 856Jsec

TACAN/DME Signals = None
TEU Wceiver Threshold = -76 dBm referenced to TEU input
Target Scenario = ATCRBS

Test Procedure

Using only the ~de S fruit generator whose output amplitude is varied
pseudo-randomly from reply to reply and the ATCRBS target ~cenario~
record an ATCRBS reply tape for each of five Mode S fruit rates of
g3tsec, 186/see, 3661sec, 57~lsec* and S561sec ‘espectively”

Tests 12 through 16 - ATCRBS Surve~.1lance performance with Combined
ATCRBS and Mode S Fruit Interference

These tests are designed to measure the performance ofthe TEU ATCRBS
surveillance tracker when subjected to various levels of simultaneous
ATCRBS and Mode S fruit interference.

Test Parameters

ATCRBS Fruit = Same as for Tests 2 through 6
Mode S Fruit Same as for Tests 7 through 11
TACAN/DME Signals = None
TEU Receiver Threshold = -76 dBm referenced to TEU input
Target Scenario = ATCRBS

Teat Procedures

Using the ATCRBS target scenario and the ATC~BS and Mode S fruit
generator, record an ATCRBS reply tape for each of the following five

combinations of ATCRBS and Mode S fruit ratee:
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Test 12 ATCRBS fruit rate = 9K/sec
Mcde S fruit rate = 93/see

Test 13 ATCRBS fruit rate = 18K/see
Mode S fruit rate = 186/sec

Test 14 ATCRBS fruit rate = 33K/see
Mode S fruit rate = 3661sec

Test 15 ATCRBS frui: rate = 45K/see
Mode S fruit rate = 571/sec

Test 16 ATCRBS fruit rate = 60K/see
Mode S fruit :ate - B56/sec

Tests 17 and 18 - ATCRBS Surveillance Performance with TACAN/DME
Squitter Interference

These tests are designed to measure the performance of the TEU ATCRBS
surveillance tracker when subjectedto interfering .TA~AN/DME“aquittersat
rates af 3600 and 7200 pulse pairs per second respectively.

Test .Pa.rameters

ATCRB.SFruit”” = None
Mode S Fruit”” = None
TACAN/DME Interrogations.= None
TACAN/DME Squitters
Frequency = 1090 MHz
hpl itude = -58 dBm at TEU input
Mode = Y ~~~
M te

Test 17 = 3600 uulsepairslsec
Test 18 = 7200 ‘pqliep8irs/sec

TEU.kceiver .Thres.hold = -76 d~rnreferenced
‘CargetScenario - ATCRBS

Test Procedures

Using the ATCRBS scenario and the Squawk/Naut
ATCRBS reply tape for each of two squitter rates of 3600’and 7200 pulse
paira per second.

to TEU”itipqt

I test set, record an

Tests 19 and 20 - ATCRBS Surveillance Performance with TACAN/DME
Interrogation Interference

These teats are designed to measure
surveillance tracker when subjected
interrogations in X mode and Y mode

Test Parameters-

the performance of the TEU ATCRBS
to interfering TACAN/DME
respectively.

ATCRBS Fruit = None
Mode S Fruit = None
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TAtiN/DME Squitters = None
TACAN/DME Interrogations
Frequency = 1090 MHz
Amplitude . -58 dBm at TEU input

Rate - 288 pulse pairs/see
Mode

Test lg =x

Test 20 =Y

TEU Receiver Threshold = -76 dBm referenced to TEU input

Target Scenario = ATCRBS

Test Procedures

Using the ATCRBS
record an ATCRBS
and Y.

scenario and the TACAN/DME interrogation generator,
reply tape for each of TACAN/DME interrogation modee X

Test 21 - ATCRBS Surveillance Performance titllCombined TACAN/DME
Squitter and Interrogation Interference

This teet is designed to measure the performance of the TEU ATCmS
surveillance tracker when subjected to a combination of interfering
signals consieting of TACAN/DME squitters and TAWN/DME Interrogation.

Teat Parameters

ATCRBS Fruit = None
Mode S Fruit = None
TACAN/DME Squitters
Frequency .

Amplitude .

Rate
Mode =

TACAN/DME Interrogations
Frequancy =

Amplitude =

Hate =

Mode
TEU Receiver Threshold =
Target Scenario .

1090 MHz
-58 dBm
7200 pulee paira/sec
Y

1090 MHz
-58 dBm
288 pulse pairs/see
Y
-76 dBm referenced to TEU input
ATCRBS

Test Procedures

Using the ATCRBS scenario,
interrogation generator, record an ATCRBS reply tape.

the Squawk/Naut I test set and the TACAN/DME

Teste 22 through 25 - ATCRSS Surveillance Performance with @mbined
ATCRBS and Mode S Fruit and TACAN/DME Interference

These tests are designed to maasure the TEU ATCRBS surveillance
performance when subjected to various levels of interference consisting
of a combination of ATCRBS and Mode S fruit and TA@N/DME equitter and
interrogation aignala.

—,
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Test Parameters

ATCRBS Fruit
Frequency
Max. Raply Amplitude
@ply Rate

Test 22
Tests 23-25

Mode S Fruit
Frequency
Max &ply Amplitude
Ratio of kng to
Short Replies

Time Distribution
Reply Rate

Teet 22
Tests 23-25

TACAN/DME Squitters
Frequency

Teets 22-24
Test 25

Amplitude
Mode

= 1090 MHz
= -45 dg~ at TEU input

= 45Vsec
- 60Veec

= 1090 MHz
= -45 dBm at TEU input

= 25%
= Pseudo-Random

= 5711sec
= S56/eec

= 1090 MHz
= 1082 ~Z

= -58 dBm at TEU input
-Y

tite
Teste 23,24 and 25 = 7200 pulse pairs/see
Test 23 = 3600 pulse pairs/see

TACAN/DME kterrngations
Frequency - 1090 MHz
Amplitude = -5S dBm at TEU input
Rate = 28S pulse ‘pairs/see
Mode Y

TEU Receiver Threshold . -76 dgm referenced to TEU input

Target Scenario = ATCRBS

Test Procedures

Ueing the ATCRBS scenario, the ATCRBS and Mode S fruit’generator, the
Squawk/Naut I test set and the TACAN/DME interrogation generator, record
an ATCRBS reply tape for each of the following four combinations of
interference rates:

Test 22 ATCRBS Fruit Rate = 45Vsec
Mode S Fruit Rate = 571fsec
TACAN/DME Squitter Rate = 7200 pp/sec
TA~N/DME InterrogationHate = 28S ppfsec

Teat 23 ATCRBS Fruit Rate = 60tisec
Mode S Fruit Rate = 856faec
TACAN/DME Squitter kte = 3600 pp/eec
TACAN/DME InterrogationRate = 28S pp/aec
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Teat 24

Test 25

ATCHSS Fruit fite - 60~sec
Mode S Fruit Bate = 856fsec
TACAN/DME Squitter Wte = 7200 pp/sec
TACAN/DNS fiterrogationRate . 2S8 pp/sec

ATCRBS Fruit Sste = 60Vsec
Mode S Fruit Rate = 856/see
TACAN/DME Squitter Rate = 7200 pptsec at 1082 MHz
TACAN/DME InterrogationWte = 288 pP/sec

Test 26 - Mode S Surveillance Performance Without Interference

This test is dssigned to establish
Mode S surveillance tracker in the

Test Parameters

ATCSSS Fruit. = None
Mode S Fruit - None

a performance baseline for the TEU
abeence of any interfering signale.

TACAN/DME Signal = None
TEU Receiver Threshold = -76 dBm referenced to TEU receiverinput
Target Scenario - Mode S

Teet Procedure

Using the Mode S target scenario, record a Mode S reply tape and
detertine the Mode S reply probability of ~etectlon for each of the 24
values of received reply level specified in the target scenario.

Test 27 through 30 - Nude S Surveillance Perfor~nce With ATCRBS Fruit
Interference

These tests are designed to provide a measure of the Nude S reply
detection probability as a function of received signal level when
subjected to various levels of ATCR6S fruit interference.

Test Parameters

ATCRBS Fruit
Frequency
Max Reply ~plitude
Notinal Reply Rate

Teet 27
Test 28
Test 29
Test 30

Mode S.Fruit
TACAN/DME Signal
TEU Receiver Threshold
Target Scenario

= 1090 MHz
- -45 dBm at TEU input

= 9Klsec
= laKf,sec
. 33Vsec
= 60Vsec
- None
= None
= -76 dBm “referencedto TEU receiver input

- Mode S
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Test Procedures

Using the Mode S target scenario, record a Mode S reply tape and
determine a Mode S reply detection probability for each of the 24 valuea
of received reply level specified in the scenario when subjected to
ATCRBS fruit rates of 9Klsec, 18Klsec, 33Wsec and 60K/see
respectively.

Tests 31 through 34 - ~de S Surveillance Performance with Mode S Fruit
Interference

These tests are designed to provide a meaaure of the Mode S reply
detection probability as a function of received signal level when
subjected to various levels of Mode S fruit interference.

Test Parameters

ACTRBS Fruit = None
Mode S Fruit

Fequency - 1090 PIHZ
t4ax Wply kplittie = -45 dBm at TEU input
Ratio of bn~ to
Short Replies = 25%
Time Matribution = Pseudo-Random
Nominal Raply Wte

Test 31 = 93/see
Test 32 = 1861sec
Test 33 = 3661aec
Test 34 = 856/see

TACAN/DME Signal = None
TEU Kaceiver Tbreahold = -76 dBm referenced to TEU receiver input
Target Scenario

Test Procedures

Using the ~de S
determine a Mode

= ~de S

target scenario, record a Mode S reply tape and
S reply detection probability for each of the 24 valuea

of received reply level specified in the scenario when subjected to
Mode s fruit rates of 931sec, 1861aec, 3661sec and a561aec respectively.

Tests 35 through 43 - tide S Surveillance Perforlnancewith TACAN/DME
Squitter Interference

These tests are designed to provide a measure of the Mode S reply
detection probability as a function of received signal level when
subjected to various levels of TACAN/DNIEsquitter interference.

Test Parameter

ATCRBS Fruit = None
Mode S Fruit = None
TACAN/DME Interrogateions = None
TACAN/DME Squitters
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Frequency
Tests 35,36,37

and 43 - 1090 MHz
Test 38 = 1086 MHz
Test 39 E 1084 ~Z

Test 40 - 1082 ~Z

Teet 41 = 1080 MHz
Test 42 = 1078 ~Z

bplitude
Teete 35-42 = -58 dBm at TEU input
Test 43 = -48 dBm at TEU input

Mode .Y
Sate

Test 35 = 2700 pp/eec
Tests 36,38 = 3600 pp/eec
Tests 37 and 39-43 = 7200 ppfsec

TEU Receiver Threshold = -76 dBm referenced to TEU inpUt

Target Scenario = Mode S

Test Procedures

Using the Mode S target scenario, record a Mode S reply tape and
deterdne the Mode S reply detection probability for each of the 24
received reply levele epecified in the scenario when subjected to the
TACAN/DME squitter signal characterietice Iieted in tests 35 through 43.

Test 44 - Mode S Surveillance Performance with TACAN/DME Interrogation
Interference

This test is deeigned to provide a measure of tbe Mode S reply detection
probability is a function of received eignal level when subjected tO
TACAN/DME interrogation interference.

Teat Parameters

ATCRBS Fruit
Mode S Fruit
TACAN/DME Squitters
TAWN/DME Interrogation

Frequency
Amplittie
Mode
Hate

TEU Raceiver ~reahold
Target Scenario

Test Procedure

= None
= None
= None

= 1090 MHz
= -58 dBm at TEU inPut ,.
=x

= 288 ppfsec
- -76 dBm referenced to TEU input
= Mode S

Using the Mode S target scenario, record a Mode S reply tape and
detertine the Mode S reply detection probability for each of the 24
received reply levels specified in the scenario when eubjected to
TACAN/DME interrogation interference.
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Tests 45 and 46 - Mde S Surveillance Perforwnce with TACAN/DME Squitter
and Interrogation Interference

These tests are designed to provide a measure of the Node S reply
detection probability aa a function of received signal level when
subjected to various combinations of TACAN/DME squitter and interrogation
interference.

Teat Parameters

ATCRES Fruit
Mode S Fruit
TACAN/DME Squitters

Frequency
hplittie
Mode
Rate

Test 45
Test 46

TACAN/DME Inteqrogationa
Frequency
bplit~e
Wte
Mode

Test 45
Test 46

TEU Receiver Threshold
Target Scenario

- None

= None

= 1090 MHz
= -58 dBm at TEU input
-Y

= 3600 pp/sec
= 7200 pp/sec

= 1090 MHz
- -58 dBm at TEU input
- 28app/sec

=x
= Y
= -76 dBm referenced to TEU input
= Mode S

Test Procedures

Using the l~de S target scenario, record a ~de S reply tape and
detertine the Mode S reply detection probability for each of the 24
received reply levels specified in the scenario when subjected to the
following two combinations of TACAN/DME squitter and interrogation
rates:

Test 45 Squitter Mte = 3600 pp/sec
Interrogation Rate = 288 pp/sec

Test 46 Squitter Rate = 7200 pp/sec
Interrogation @te = 288 pp/sec

Tests 47 through 50 - ~de S Surveillance Performance with Combined
ATCRBS and Mode S Fruit and TACAN/DME Squitter
and Interrogation Interference

Test Parameters

ATCRSS Fruit
Frequency = 1090 MHz
Max hplitude = -45 dBm at TEu input

Rate

I
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Test 47
Test 48
Test 49
Test 50

Mode S Fruit
Frequency
Max Amplitude
Wtio of ting to
Short Wplies

Time ~stribution
tite

Test 47
Test 48
Test 49
Test .50

TACAN/DME Squltters
Frequency
Amplittie
Mode
Mte

TACAN/DME Interrogations
Frequency
Amplitude
Mode
hte

TEU Seceiver Threshold
Target Scenario

= 9Usec
= 18K/sec
= 33Wsec
. 60Vsec

= 1090 MHz
= -45 dBm at TEU input

= 25%
= Pseodo-Ssndom

= 931sec
= 186/sec
= 3661sec
= S561aec

= 1090 MHz
= -58 dBm at TEU input
=Y
= 7200 pp/sec

= 1090 mz
. -58 dBm at TEU input
-Y
= 28S ppfsec
= -76 dBm referenced to TEU input
= Mode S

Test Procedures

Using the Mode S scenario, record a Mode S reply tape for aach test and
detertine the Mode S reply detection probability for each of ‘the24
received raply levals specified in the scenario when subjacted to the
combination of interfering sources specified in teats 47 through 50.
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